free project | SHAKE IT UP | throw 56" x 70"
**Tick-Tock**

- **1072 b**
  - 2 - 8 1/4” squares

- **1072 a**
  - 2 - 8 1/4” squares

**Vertigo**

- **1075 a**
  - 2 - 8 1/4” squares

- **1075 b**
  - 2 - 8 1/4” squares

**Seaweed**

- **1074 a**
  - 2 - 8 1/4” squares

- **1074 b**
  - 2 - 8 1/4” squares

**Arches**

- **1076 b**
  - 2 - 8 1/4” squares

**Library**

- **1078**
  - 3 - 8 1/4” squares

**Zombie**

- **1077**
  - 3 - 8 1/4” squares

**Night Vision**

- **1073 a**
  - 2 - 8 1/4” squares

- **1073 b**
  - 1 - 8 1/4” squares

**Citron Solid**

- **1 FQ**
  - 2 - 8 1/4” squares

**Black Solid**

- **1 FQ**
  - 1 - 8 1/4” squares

**Orange Solid**

- **1 FQ**
  - 2 - 8 1/4” squares

**Teal Solid**

- **2 yd**
  - 25 - 8 1/4” squares
  - 30 - 7 1/2” squares

**Backing**

- 2 1/8 yd

**Binding**

- 1/2 yd

**Batting**

- 60” x 74”

---

**CUT**

1. Pair one deep teal square with one printed or solid colored square with right sides together and mark a line corner to corner.
2. Sew 1/4” from the marked line to both the right and left side of the line.
3. Cut on the center line. Press seam towards the teal fabric. Repeat with the remaining teal 6 3/4” squares and printed or solid 6 3/4” squares.

---

**SEW**

4. Pair two pressed, alike squares right sides together with the fabrics reversed.
5. Mark a line corner to corner across the completed seam. Sew 1/4” from the marked line to both the right and left side of the line.
6. Cut on the marked line. Press the seam open.
7. Repeat to complete all pieced squares. Squares should measure 7 1/2”. (You will have extra squares.)
8. Following the quilt diagram sew each row of pieced and solid 7 1/2” teal squares. Press row seams in opposite directions beginning with the first row.
9. Piece backing by using extra fabrics to piece a strip 18” wide by 76 1/2” long. Sew strip to backing fabric along one long edge. Press. Layer Quilt, batting and backing and baste for quilting. Note- We used a bright, berry colored thread to quilt in the ditch and also on the diagonal using the piecing as a guide for the diagonal lines. The stitching pops on the solid teal squares, echoing the patchwork design.